Unit 2 Week 1 “Cooperation”
Why is working together a good way
to solve a problem?

”

Name ______________
For each day that we do reading, please put a check
mark next to the activities you did on that day

Day and Date

Read to Self /
Listen to Reading

Read with
Someone

Work on Writing

Word Work

Your Choices:
Read to Self / Listen to Reading
 Read the Wonders stories online (ConnectEd)
or in the textbooks
 Answer the story comprehension questions
(attached)*
 Read an independent reading book
 Take an AR quiz (A total of 11 need to be
done by May 29)
 Watch “The Emperor’s New Clothes” video
at Discovery Education and answer the
theme questions about this folktale (Google
Classroom assignment).*
 Do iReady lessons
Work on Writing
 Writer’s Workshop: Work on the Animal
Biome research report
* All items with an asterix (*) MUST be
attached to this packet or done online.

Read With Someone
 Answer the story comprehension
questions with a partner (attached)*
 Read a chapter book with a partner
Word Work
 Do the Word Sort (attached)*
 Answer Vocabulary Questions (attached)*
 Work on Spelling and Vocab words with
word work papers. Turn in at least 2 of
these. (papers are in the supply area)*
 Practice spelling words – SpellingCity.com
 Practice vocabulary words – VocabCity.com
 Do the Theme 1 and Make Predictions
assignments in BrainPop Jr. and the
Theme 2 assignment in BrainPop*
 Do the antonym Google Slides assignment
in Google Classroom*

And

Spelling Words - Word Work - Word Sort
Long i and Long u
Directions: Please use the key words to place each spelling word in
the appropriate column. *The spelling test will be Fri., April 12.
1. sky

2. tied

3. bright

4. cube

5. music

6. fry

7. tight

8. grind

9. cute

10. drew

11. pie

12. right

13. child

14. mule

15. few

16. Utah

17. coast

18. scold

19. bone

20. mighty

Vocabulary Words - Word Work – Questions
Answer each question in complete sentences.
Don’t forget to restate the question.
1. When have you made an attempt to do something new?

2. What is a synonym for the word awkward?

3. Tell about a time when cooperation made a job easier.

4. What is a synonym for created?

5. What might make a rattlesnake shake its tail furiously?

6. What kind of weather might interfere with your plans (for example:
maybe you have plans to go to the park and play soccer)?

7. What kind of activity do you enjoy the most when you are at
home?

8. What is an antonym for timid?

Roadrunner’s Dance
Genre: Folktale
Directions: Read or listen to the “Roadrunner’s Dance”
in your Wonders Literature Anthology book, found on
p. 100 - 117. Then, answer the following questions.
You may choose to answer these questions either:
1. on a separate sheet of paper & attach it to this packet, OR
2. do this on a Google Doc and share it with me in Google Classroom
Don’t forget to:
 use evidence based terms
 restate the question
 use examples (quotes) from the text to explain your thinking.
1.

What problems does the snake cause for the villagers? p. 103

2.

Why does Desert Woman put a rattle on snake’s tail? p. 104

3a.

How will Desert Woman make a new animal?

3b.

What is the theme of this section? p. 107

4.

How do you think the animals chose what to give to the new animal? p. 108

5.

Why do you think people used folktales to explain how roadrunners were
created? p. 110

6.

What message do you think the author is trying to give about appearances
(how things/people/animals/characters look)? p. 110

7.

What antonym can help you figure out the meaning of the word graceful? p.112

8.

What is the roadrunner like at first? p. 112

9.

What does the roadrunner practice? p. 113

p. 107

10a. How does the roadrunner change, from what he was like at first?

p. 114

10b. What is the theme (or message) of this section? p. 114
11.

What are examples of figurative language on p. 114?

12.

What is the lesson learned from Roadrunner’s defeat of Rattlesnake? p. 116

